
  Class :-1st   SYLLABUS  2023-24  Subject:- Mathematics  

Name  of 
the  

Examination 

Name of the  chapter  Subject  Enrichment Activity / Practical 

Periodic 
written Test 

01 
(PWT1) 

1. Numbers  upto 20 
2. Addition upto 20  
3. Space , shapes  and  patterns  

1. Spacial  concept:- inside  and  outside  top  and bottom  above  
and below  

2. Comparing  quantities :-  Big and  small, long  and  short, tall 
and  short, more  and  less  to be  done. 

3. Comparison  of numbers  (>  means  greater , <  means  
lesser, = means  equal  to . 

4. Addition of numbers upto 9 on a  number line . 
5. Counting with the help of different  objects .  
6. Shapes  actually  using  different objects 

(Term 01) 1. Subtraction  upto 20  
2. Numbers upto 100. 

1. Subtraction of  numbers upto9 on a  number  line. 
2. Counting  with  the  help  of different  objects . 
3. Making  Magical  tree Add .  

Periodic 
Written Test 

(PWT2) 

1. Addition  and  subtraction  upto 
100. 

2. Multiplication 
3. Measurement  

1. Measuring  classroom and  classroom articles  by hands , 
elbow and feet. 

 

(Term 02) 1. Time  and  calendar 
2. Money  
3. Data Handling   

1.Collection of  data  using  different classroom objects. 
2.Collection of fake  notes  on ¼ chart. 
3. Making  of  clocks  

    

Class :-1st    SYLLABUS  2023-24    Subject:- English  

Name  of the  
Examination 

Name of the  chapter  Subject  Enrichment Activity / Practical 

PWT1 
 

 New  Gems English Reader   
1. A new baby 

2. The lost sheep 
3.  To the  moon 

4. Clouds  

Better English 

01.  Capital letters (pg. no. 06) 

02. Full stop (pg no. 13) 

03. The alphabet (pg no. 32,33) 

a. Making  a  family  tree  

b. Talking  about  things  they  like . 

c. Teaching  blends  with the  help  of the  poem. 

d. looking  at things  and  writing  their  opposites. 

e.  formation  of  clouds  activity  in class  room. 

T1 
 

1. Why did Seema fall?  

2. A rainy day 

3. Miss Polly 

4. Jojo’s  pet  

Better English 

01.  A pencil and paper game (pg no. 19) 

02.  Shopkeepers (pg no. 23) 

03.  Questions (pg no. 15) 

 

 

a. Learning to  keep our  surroundings clean. 
b. Things we use on a rainy day (umbrellas, boots, rain 

coats). 
c. ways  & means  to keep  oneself  healthy. 
d. dramatization  of  how  different  festivals  are  

celebrated. 

PWT2 
 

1. A visit to Granny 
2. I can  
3. My Garden 

 

Better English 

01.  Numbers (pg no. 10) 

02.  Greedy (pg no. 53) 

a. Buying  and making  a  fruit basket. 
b. Visiting  a garden  
c. Using  prepositions  for things  we  find  in  a  room. 
d. Making  of “ I can” tree  activity. 
e. Shopkeeper  activity.  



03.  What they like (pg no.24,25) 

 
 

T2 
( Annual ) 

1. A gift for Mummy 
2. A  happy  child  
3.  To  the  farm 

 

Better English 

01. Stories (pg no. 56,57) 
02. Asking questions (pg no. 34,35) 
03. The days (pg no. 30,31) 

 

 

a. Making  a thoughtful  gift or  a  card  . 
b. Making  a  farm. 
c. teaching prepositions  using  practical / real  step ups. 
d. learning  to  use  pronouns  for  living  and  non -living  

things  with the  help  of  pictures  or  flash  cards. 
e. Teaching  prepositions  using practical / real  setups  

    
    

 

Class :-1st   SYLLABUS  2023-24   Subject:- EVs 

Name  of the  
Examination 

Name of the  chapter  Subject  Enrichment Activity / Practical 

PWT1 
 

1. A  green   world  
2. Food  from  plants  
3.  The  animal world   

1. Collection  and  pasting  of  different  types  of  leaves  on a  
scrap   book. 

2.  Demonstration of various parts of a plant. 
3.  Germination  of  a seed  
4.  Activity  on  food  is  precious  to be  done  in  class  room. 
5.  Collection /  pasting  of the  pictures  of  various   animals  

and  birds  on  scrapbook. 
T1 

 
1.  Food and shelter for animals. 
2.  My body  
3. Our  needs   

1. Making  of  a  nest . 
2.  Demonstration  of  a  body  parts  in school  laboratory . 
3.  Simon say activity  to be  done  in  class  room. 
4.  Project   on “save the tiger” to be   demonstrated  and  

displayed  in class   room. 
PWT2 

 
1. Keeping  fit  
2. Safety  first  
3. Good  habits  
4. Going  to the  moon  

1. Activity  on  “Correct  posture”. 
2. Model  making / drawing   of  traffic  light . 
3. Poster making  of  “  good  habits” and  “bad habits” . 
4.  Chart   making  of  “ Moon and  Stars”  on  black  chart  

paper.  
T2 

( Annual ) 
1.  We  need  air   
2.   We   need  water  
3.  How  is the  weather  
4. Up  in the  sky   

1.  Activity  of   inflating  balloons  . 
2.  Activity / poster  making  on   “save water”  theme. 
3. Skit  on  various  seasons . 
4.  Role  play  of  various  spacemen. 
 

  

 
 
 
  Class :-1st    SYLLABUS  2023-24  Subject:- Computer  

Name  of the  
Examination 

Name of the  chapter   

PWT1 
 

Subject:- Computer (Computer on everyday life  )  
 

Lsn.No.1. Introduction to computers. 
Lsn. No .2. Computer , a smart  machine  
 

 

T1 
 

Lsn.No.3.Parts  of a Computer  
Lsn.No .4. Learn  to use  the  computer  



PWT2 
 

Lsn.No.5. Learn  to  use the  Keyboard  
Lsn. No 6. Learn  to use  the mouse. 

T2 
( Annual ) 

Lsn.No.7. Manners in the computer lab. 
Lsn. No 8  Fun  with  Paint 

  Class :-1st    SYLLABUS  2023-24  Subject:- G.K  

Name  of the  Examination Name of the  chapter  Subject  Enrichment 
Activity / Practical 

PWT1 
 

( Get  Ready  to  Know) 
Pg. No 1 to 16 

 

T1 
 

Pg. No 17 to 28 
( PT1 +PT2) 

PWT2 
 

Pg. No 29 to 40 

T2 
( Annual ) 

Pg. No 41  to 55  

 
 

Class :- 1st    SYLLABUS  2023-24  Subject:- Drawing  

Name  of the  
Examination 

Name of the  chapter  Subject  Enrichment Activity / Practical 

PWT1 
 

Pg. No. 3,4,5,,6,7,8,9 Origami dog,  fly, Door  Dangler  clay  
Modeling  flower  

T1 
 

Pg. No.10,11,12,13,14,15,16,19 With the  help  of  modeling  clay  Hot  air  
balloon  craft   paper  activity  

PWT2 
 

Pg. No. 22,23,25,27,28,30 Clay  activity  ice, cream, spoon  activity  
paper  plate , button  pasting  vegetable  
and  leaf stamp 

T2 
( Annual ) 

Pg. No. 31,32,33,35,36,37,38,39 Egg  tray, newspaper , match stock  
activities  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 


